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Cumulative U.S. solar installations by state (2019)
California:
28,471 MW

U.S. Total :

Number:
1.2 Mil Systems
Percent of
electricity:
22.19%

California is the largest solar market in the U.S., with 1.2 million systems installed
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California is #1 in U.S. for both utility-scale and distributed PV

Source: EIA (2020)
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NEM-enabled distributed PV market in California

California Cumulative DPV Capacity
Enabled by Net Energy Metering (NEM)

California’s Distributed PV by Segment

8,545 MW of DPV-enabled by NEM
(as of April 2020)
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Federal and state policies drive solar markets
Federal and state-level policies underpin distributed solar deployment and
programs in the United States
Federal Policies and Regulation
• Production Tax Credit
– Federal corporate tax credit
– Credit (adjusted for inflation) for
every kWh of renewable energy
produced
• Investment Tax Credit
– Federal corporate income tax
credit
– 30% of RE system cost
• Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act
(PURPA) of 1978
– Utilities must purchase power
from qualifying facilities at
“avoided cost” rate of energy
when they need additional power.
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State and Local Policies
• CA Solar Initiative Rebates
• Net energy metering

• Interconnection
• Renewables Portfolio Standard
• 3rd party solar power purchase
agreement (PPA) policy

• 2019 building energy efficiency
standards; all new homes must have
solar starting 2020
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Net energy metering (NEM): How it works
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Net metering policy components
Design Considerations
• Value of net excess generation
– Classical Net Metering (CA NEM 1.0): Retail rate
– Net billing: Wholesale or other rates (e.g., the Philippines)
• Period of crediting (Banking Period)
– Monthly, annual, or continuous crediting
• System size limitations
– Limits on size of eligible residential and commercial systems

– Is oversizing of systems allowed?
• Cap on total net metered capacity (all systems combined)
• Additional fees (if any)
• Renewable energy credit (REC) ownership
– Does the customer retain the RECs from the system?
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A condensed history: From NEM 1.0 to NEM 2.0 (and NEM 3.0)

1996: NEM 1.0

2016: NEM 2.0

1998: Exempt NEM customers from paying
“standby charges, demand charges,
interconnection fees, and minimum monthly
charges”; required standard contracts

2021: NEM 3.0
Unknown:
Value of solar?
Net billing?
2017:TOU periods shifts began

2001: Increased installed capacity cap
from 10 kW to 1 MW
2002: Increased system capacity cap from 0.1%
to 5% of utility peak demand
2009: Net Surplus Compensation

2013: Qualified energy storage for NEM program
2015: Plan to default all residential customers to TOU by 2020
2007 to 2016: California Solar Initiative
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NEM 1.0
• Net excess generation:
– Offset consumption on kWh-to-kWh basis; valued at full retail rate
– Rolls month to month
– Banking period of 1 year
– Remaining credits at end of 1 year cashed out at "Net Surplus
Compensation" rate ($0.02-$0.03/kWh)
• Fees
– Exempt from standby charges, interconnection fee, distribution upgrade
fee
• Individual system capacity limit:
– initially at 10 kW and then increased to 1 MW
• Total capacity limit (all systems):
– 5% of each IOU's aggregate customer peak demand
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Results of NEM 1.0 and drivers for change

NEM 1.0

2007 to 2016: California Solar Initiative

3,241 MW of NEM capacity by Sep 2015
(410,350 installations)
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Results of NEM 1.0 and drivers for change
• 97% were residential customers
• Most residential NEM customers subscribed to tiered rates

Source: CPUC (2013)

Source: CPUC (2013)

Residential NEM customers in higher inclining block tiers resulted in
higher net cost to the system.
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NEM 1.0: Drivers for change
AB 2514 (2012): CPUC shall complete a study that determines:
NEM
Customers

2

What is extent to which
each class of ratepayers is
paying full cost of
services provided by
utilities?

Electric
Utilities

1Who benefits from, and
who bears the economic
burden, if any, of NEM 1.0?

3

Do NEM customers
pay their fair share of public
purpose programs?

Other
Ratepayers

AB 327 (2013): Enables utilities to employ default TOU rates for
RES customers; authorizes the transition to NEM 2.0
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1

Who benefits from, and who bears the
economic burden, if any, of NEM 1.0?
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Cost-benefit analysis of NEM 1.0

Source: CPUC (2013)

• Study by E3 (2013) showed net cost of $1,093M or 3% of
revenue requirement when NEM is fully subscribed.
• Net cost implies lost revenue that must be collected from non-NEM
customers.
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2

What is extent to which each class of ratepayers is
paying full cost of services provided by utilities ?
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NEM cost of service test (Illustration)
Without NEM
Without NEM

Without NEM
Without NEM

With NEM

Under
Recovery

Over
Recovery

With NEM

With NEM
With NEM

Customer Bill Utility Cost of Service

Customer Bill Utility Cost of Service

Source: Adapted from CPUC (2013)

• Cost of service analysis compares customers' bills with utility's cost of
servicing each class of customers
• Aggregate customers' bills that are higher than utility's cost of service results in
over-recovery of utility costs.
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NEM 1.0 cost of service analysis results

NEM 1.0 enables residential customers to pay less than the utility cost of service.
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100% = Bills equal to cost of service
112% = Bills greater than cost of service by 12%
81% = Bills less than cost of service by 19% Source: CPUC (2013)
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3

Do NEM customers
pay their fair share of public purpose programs?
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Without DPV

Key Underlying
Factor: Rate Design
• The majority of residential bills
are volumetric payment
($/kWh).
• DPV combined with tiered rates
enabled residential customers to
significantly reduce their
volumetric payment.

With DPV

• Resulting in reduced utility cost
recovery, especially fixed cost
recovery.
• Commercial and
industrial rates have demand
charge and fixed charges that
help recover the utility's fixed
costs.
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Source: Zinaman (2017)/NREL
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NEM 1.0: Drivers for change
2012: AB 2514 CPUC shall complete a study that determines the three impacts
of NEM.
2013: CPUC published California Net Energy Metering Ratepayers Impact
Evaluation
AB 327 enabled utilities to employ default TOU rates for RES customers;
authorizes the transition to NEM 2.0
2015: CPUC's decision (D.15-07-001) provided steps for the major investor
owned utilities (IOUs) to reform the residential rate structure
2016: CPUC's Decision (D.16-01-044) adopted NEM 2.0
2017:All three IOUs filed applications for residential default time-of-use rates
SDG&E started to implement TOU period shift for commercial customers
2019: SDG&E started to implement TOU period shift for residential customers
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2020: Commercial TOU period shift for PG&E postponed to 2021 due to Covid
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Key elements of NEM successor tariff (NEM 2.0)
One-Time Interconnection Fee
• Customer-generators sized <1 MW pays interconnection fee based on utility’s
interconnection cost ($75-$145)
• Customer-generators sized>1 MW pays $800 interconnection fee and T/D upgrade
costs

Non-bypassable Charges
• ~$0.02/kWh for ALL electricity consumed from grid (as opposed to net consumption
from the grid)

Transfer to Time-of-Use Rate
• New customer-generators who apply to NEM must subscribe to TOU rate

No Individual System Cap
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Residential rate reform
Directed by AB 327 (Perea, 2013), CPUC issued decision in 2015 with steps
for utilities to take in residential rate reform:
• Consolidate tiers in residential block tariff from 4 to 2 tiers

• Implement a minimum bill
• Institute special outreach program to educate lower tier customers on
no-cost and low-cost conservation measures
• Promptly begin process of improving rate comparison tools and
educational materials so customers can more readily understand their
energy bills
• Promptly begin process of designing TOU pilots (both opt-in and default),
as well as study design for TOU opt-in rates
Source: CPUC (2017)
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Time-of-use periods shift
• Historically, TOU peak period was summer weekday afternoons.
• High penetration of solar resulted in the “Duck Curve”; peak
shifted to later in the day
• Need to send new price signals to customers
• TOU peak period shift of “on-peak” period from 12pm-6pm to
4pm-9pm
• Solar generation hours become “off-peak” hours
• Value of solar in offsetting grid electricity is dramatically reduced
• Introducing “super” off-peak period

• SDG&E was the first utility to implement this change in 2017 for
commercial customers and 2019 for residential customers
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Example: PG&E’s new Residential TOU periods

Example: PG&E’s new Commercial TOU periods

Source: PG&E (2020)
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NEM 2.0 lookback study

Installed Systems by NEM 1.0 vs. NEM 2.0 over Time
Source: Itron (2020)

• Growth momentum continues, although at slower pace for NEM 2.0
• NEM 2.0 continues to benefit NEM customers, but produced a net rate
impact to non-NEM customers
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NEM 2.0 cost of service evaluation results

UNDER RECOVERY

Pre-NEM: RESIDENTIAL customers pay more than the cost of service.
Post-NEM: RESIDENTIAL customers pay less than the cost of service.

OVER RECOVERY
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Pre-NEM: NON-RESIDENTIAL customers pay more than cost of service.
Post-NEM: NON-RESIDENTIAL customers pay more than cost of service.

Source: Itron (2020)
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Cost of service evaluation: NEM 1.0 vs. NEM 2.0

RESIDENTIAL: Post-NEM bills/cost of service ratio are substantially lower under
NEM 2.0 than NEM 1.0.

*PV production relative to the load is higher for residential
customers under NEM 2.0.
NON-RESIDENTIAL: Post-NEM bills/cost of service ratio are substantially higher
under NEM 2.0 than NEM 1.0.
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*Commercial rates include high fixed fees, minimum bills, and demand
charges that work to limit the impact of PV systems on customer bills
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Concluding remarks
• NEM has been a critical policy component that facilitates installation of
behind-the-meter solar systems
• NEM 1.0: High electricity prices for upper tier customers combined with
net metering created potent DPV adoption driver.
• NEM 2.0: Customers still receive benefits from NEM 2.0 but shifted peak
period will worsen the economics; driver for storage adoption.
• Aside from NEM policy and rate design, other important policy
and regulatory components include grid code, interconnection process,
permitting process, system-wide capacity cap, and fees. All policy and
regulatory components have evolved together.
• Experience from California highlights the importance of evaluating and
updating policies and incentives to fit market context and current
objectives.
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